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Abstract 

Theoretical density is an important parameter used to estimate the porosity of materials after sintering, especially 

if the requirements for the materials’ densities are strict, such as in the case of the parts of solid oxide fuel cells. 

In this research paper, we provide examples of theoretical density calculations using unit cell structure and X-ray 

diffraction determined lattice parameters for a number of different ceramics, which are important for energy ap

plications. Oxide perovskites, fluorites and rock salts were all investigated. 
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1. Introduction 

The need for alternate forms of energy is apparent with in
creasing oil prices and growing concern over the limited supply 
of fossil fuels. Research addressing alternative energy sources 
continues to increase, especially in the area of fuel cells. One 
type of fuel cell receiving considerable attention is the solid 
oxide fuel cell (SOFC). Like other fuel cells, SOFCs release no 
polluting emissions, their only byproduct being water, and they 
are also much more efficient than current methods of electric
ity production.[1] 

Solid oxide fuel cells are composed of an anode, a cathode, 
and an electrolyte sandwiched between them, all three of which 
are made from ceramics. As displayed in Figure 1, when the 
fuel cell is operating, oxygen molecules from air are doubly 
ionized on the cathode side of the fuel cell. These ions then 
pass through the oxygen permeable electrolyte to the anode.[2] 

The cathode is commonly composed of perovskite materi 
als, such as Sr- or Ca-doped LaMnO3, while the electrolyte is 
often composed of Yttria-stabilized zirconia.[3] On the anode 
side of the SOFC, hydrogen molecules are positively ionized 
and combine with the oxygen ions that have diffused through 
the electrolyte, forming water as a byproduct. Anode materials 
are typically composed of Ni/Yttria-stabilized zirconia.[3] The 
electrons released by the ionized hydrogen create a current that 
can be used to provide power to external devices as they return 
to the cathode where they are used to ionize more oxygen. In 
this way, the process continuously provides a constant supply 
of  oxygen and hydrogen to the fuel cell. 

The theoretical density of the materials of the anode, cath
ode, and electrolyte are used to calculate the porosity of the 
materials, a critical parameter in determining if the fuel cell will 
function properly. The anode and cathode must both have a 
reasonably high porosity (about 30%) to allow gas to diffuse 
through them to the electrolyte. On the other hand, the electro
lyte must be fully dense to prevent the diffusion of air through 
it, because only oxygen ions and electrons must be allowed to 
diffuse between the anode and cathode if the SOFC is to func
tion properly. These theoretical densities are calculated from 
the relative proportions of the atoms present in the material, 
as indicated by the chemical formula, their atomic masses, the 
known chemical structure, and the lattice parameters of the unit 
cell. The lattice parameters 
of a material were deter
mined from X-ray diffrac
tion (XRD) patterns of 
the compounds of interest 
presented in Figure 2. A 
Scintag XDS 2000 diffrac
tometer was used to collect 
the diffraction patters from 
a 2θ range of 20-80° with 
a step size of 0.03° and a 
collection time of  12 s. 

Though the procedure 
for calculating the theoreti
cal density is rather straight
forward, several papers 

Figure 1. Schematic presen
tation of solid oxide fuel cell.[2] 
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have incorrect or conflicting values for different compounds. 
The methodology can also be somewhat more complicated 
for researchers lacking a background in chemistry or materials 
science and engineering. For this reason, this guide has been 
written. While the materials of focus in this paper are those of 
interest for SOFCs, the same methodology can be applied to 
calculate the theoretical density of  almost any compound. 

2. Ceramic Oxide Crystal Structures 

2.1. Perovskite Structure 
Perovskites are materials with a chemical formula of ABO3. 

The basic crystal structure is cubic, with one A cation at the 
center and a B cation at each corner of the cube. The oxygen 
anions are located at the center of each cube edge as shown in 
Figure 3. Materials used in SOFCs typically have substitutions 
of some of the atoms at the A site, the B site, or both. For 
example, if the A site is a La ion, 5% of these ions may be 
replaced by Sr2+ ions. In addition, there can be deficiencies at 
some of the sites, meaning that some of the sites are vacant and 
the ratio of the elements present is not exactly 1:1:3. Further
more, many perovskites have distorted unit cells, that is, rather 
than being cubic, they may be rhombohedral or orthorhombic. 

2.2. Fluorite Structure 
Another material type of interest in SOFCs is the fluorite 
structure, which has a chemical formula of AO2. The crystal 
structure shown in Figure 4 consists of cubes with B anions at 
each corner and A cations at the center of every other cube. A 

Figure 2. XRD scans of perovskite and fluorite structures 
used for calculating lattice parameters 1) LaMnO3;
2) La Sr Fe Co O  3) (La Sr ) Cr Mg Ni O ;0.6 0.4 0.8 0.2 3; 0.9 0.1 0.95 0.85 0.1 0.05 3
4) 20 mol % Gd2O3 + 80 mol % CeO2; 5) 10.07 mole % 
Sc2O3 + 0.92 mole % HfO2 + 1.03 mole % CeO2 + 1.4 mole 
% TiO2 + 86.58 mole % ZrO2 
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unit cell contains four sets of cube pairs, with each pair contain
ing one cube with an A cation and one without. Another way of 
considering the structure is as an FCC arrangement lattice of 
anions with the cations occupying the tetrahedral sites, leaving 
the octahedral sites unoccupied. As with the perovskites, sub
stitutions and deficiencies are often used in fluorites of interest 
to SOFCs. 

2.3. Rock Salt Structure 
A third structure considered is rock salt, which has a chemi 

cal formula of AO. The A and O ions are located at the corners 
of simple cubes, with adjacent cubes formed as mirror images 
of one another as displayed in Figure 5. In other words, the A 
and B ions alternate in their location in the lattice. As is the case 
with the fluorites, it takes four cube pairs to form a unit cell. 

3. Theoretical Density Calculation 

3.1. Examples of  Calculations of  Perovskites 
a) (La0.9 O3 (LSCMN)Sr0.1)0.95Cr0.85Mg0.1Ni0.05

The chemical formula of the perovskite (La0.9 MSr0.1)0.95Cr0.85
O3 indicates that the basic structure of the material is g0.1Ni0.05

LaCrO3, where A = La and B = Cr, but 10% of the La atoms 
are substituted by Sr atoms, 
10% of the Cr atoms are 
substituted by Mg atoms, 
and 5% of the Cr atoms 
are substituted by Ni atoms. 
In addition, 5% of the unit 
cells will have neither a La 
atom nor a Sr atom; that is, 
there is a 5% deficiency at 
the perovskite A site. It is 
necessary to calculate the 
average mass of a unit cell, 
but first the formula mass is 
calculated using the masses 

Figure 3. A schematic 
presentation of perovskite 
structure 

Figure 4. A schematic pre
sentation of fluorite structure 

Figure 5. A schematic 
presentation of rock salt 
structure 
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referenced in Table 1 and the subscripts of the chemical for
mula. 

From the chemical formula, 90% of 95% of A sites, or 85.5% 
of sites, contain and La ion and similarly 9.5% are occupied by a 
Sr ion, and 5% contain no ion at the perovskite A site; thus, the 
average mass of  the A site will be 

0.855*138.91 + 0.095*87.62 + 0.05*0 = 127.0920 amu  (1) 

Using the same principles for the B site and O ions, the total 
formula mass is 

0.855*138.91 + 0.095*87.62 + 0.85*51.996 + 0.1*24.312 + 
0.05*58.71 + 3*15.999 = 224.652 amu  (2) 

Since 1 amu = 1.6605*10-24 g, the formula mass is then 
3.7304*10-22 grams. 

The unit cells of this structure are orthorhombically distorted. 
From XRD analysis, a = 5.46 Å, b = 7.75 Å, and c = 5.51 Å, 
so the volume of the orthorhombic unit crystal is simply a*b*c, 
which equals 233.15 Å3, or 233.15*10-24 cm3. 

Density is simply mass divided by volume. Because of the 
orthorhombic structure, there are four formula units in each 
unit cell, which requires the formula mass to be multiplied by 
four in calculating the theoretical density.  The density is then 

=ρLSCMN
(4*3.7304*10-22 g)/(233.15*10-24 cm3) = 6.40 g/cm3 (3) 

b) LaMnO3 (LM) 
LaMnO3 is another perovskite with orthorhombic distortion; 

therefire, the formula mass must again be multiplied by four 
to calculate the proper density. There are no substitutions of 
the ions at the A or B sites for this material, so we simply add 
the atomic masses of La, Mn, and three times O to determine 
a formula mass of 241.857 amu, 4.016*10-22 g. Lattice param
eters from XRD analysis are a = 5.70 Å, b = 7.72 Å, and c = 
5.54 Å. Using these parameters, the volume of the unit cell is 
2.4378*10-22 cm3. The density is then, 

= (4*4.016*10-22 g)/(2.44*10-22 cm3) = 6.59 g/cm3 (4)ρLM 

c) La0.6 O3 (LSFC)Sr0.4Fe0.8Co0.2
An example of a perovskite with rhombohedral distortion is 

. However, the lattice parameters and volLa0.6Sr0.4Fe0.8Co0.2O3
ume determined for the unit cell are for a hexagonally shaped 
unit cell. There are two formula units in a rhombohedra, and 

Table 1. Atomic masses for all discussed materials 
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three rhombohedra to a hexagonal unit cell. As a result, the 
formula mass must be multiplied by six to calculate the proper 
mass of the unit cell. So while the formula mass is then 222.855 
amu, or 3.7006*10-22 grams, the average mass of the unit cells 
is 2.2204*10-21 grams. The volume is more difficult to calculate 
from the lattice parameters, because the angles of the unit cell 
are not right angles, but the XRD software can also calculate 
volume and in this case determined the volume to be 3.49x10-22 

cm3. Thus the calculated theoretical density for this material is 

= (2.2204*20-21g)/(3.49*10-22 cm3) = 6.36 g/cm3  (5)ρLSFC

3.2. Examples of  Calculations of  Fluorite 
a) 10.07 mole % Sc2O3 + 0.92 mole % HfO2 + 1.03 mole % 
CeO2 + 1.4 mole % TiO2 + 86.58 mole % ZrO2 

There is a solid solution of Sc2O3, HfO2, CeO2, and TiO2 
in the ZrO2 lattice. The calculation of the density of this solid 
solution is more difficult than the previous calculations because 
the chemical formula must be determined before the formula 
mass can be calculated. ZrO2, which forms the matrix of this 
solid solution, is a fluorite, so final formula should be of the 
form AO2, though the ratio will not be exactly 1:2. This is be
cause of the 3:2 anion to cation ratio for Sc2O3, as opposed to 
the 2:1 ratio for the other oxides, which results in an oxygen 
deficiency. One mole of the solution is made from 10.07 mol% 
Sc2O3, 0.92 mol% HfO2, 1.03 mol% CeO2, 1.4 mol% TiO2, 
and 86.58 mol% ZrO2. Due to the aforementioned ratio, in 
one mole of the solution there are actually 0.2014 moles of Sc 
for every 0.0092 moles of Hf ions, 0.0103 moles of Ce ions, 
0.0140 moles of Ti ions, and 0.8658 moles of Zr ions present. 
Likewise there are 0.3021 mol + 0.0184 mol + 0.0206 mol + 
0.0280 mol + 1.7316 mol = 2.1007 moles of  O ions. 

Taking these numbers as they are, the formula for the solution 
would be Ce0.0103 However, the Hf0.0092Sc0.2014Ti0.0140Zr0.8658O2.1007. 
formula should be of the form AO2, as this simplifies density 
calculations due to the fact that there are four AO2 formula units 
in each unit cell. To conform to this the fractions of the atoms 
at the A site must be normalized to 1 using the sum of all the 
subscripts at the A site, which equals 1.1007. Instead of  Ce0.0103 

, the subscripts become 0.0103/1.1007 Hf0.0092Sc0.2014Ti0.014Zr0.8658
= 0.0094, 0.0092/1.1007 = 0.0084, 0.2014/1.1007 = 0.1830, 
0.0140/1.1007 = 0.0127, and 0.8658/1.1007 = .7866. The 
subscript of must also be adjusted accordingly toO2.1007 
2.1007/1.1007 = 1.9085, yielding the formula of the second 
solution as Ce0.0094 (CHSTZ) as Hf0.0084Sc0.1830Ti0.0127Zr0.7866O1.9085 
the chemistry for the solid solution. The mass of this chemical 
formula is 113.939 amu. The average mass of a unit cell is thus 
455.758 amu, or 7.5680*10-22 grams.

If the calculated lattice parameter is a = 5.09 Å, or 5.09*10-8 

cm, the theoretical density is then 

= 7.5680*10-22/(5.09*10-8 cm)3) = 5.74 g/cm3  (6)ρCHSTZ

http:0.05*58.71
http:0.095*87.62
http:0.855*138.91
http:0.095*87.62
http:0.855*138.91
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b) 20 mol % Gd2O3 + 80 mol % CeO2 
The procedure for this example is very similar to that of 

the previous example, though somewhat simpler. One mole 
of the solution will contain .40 moles of Gd ions, .80 moles 
of Ce ions, and 2.20 moles of O ions, for a chemical formula 
of Ce0.80 which, when normalized to a ratio of 1:2, Gd0.40O2.20 
becomes Ce0.667  (CG).Gd0.333O1.833

The formula mass is then equal to 175.161 amu, which is 
2.9086*10-22 grams. One unit cell, therefore, has an atomic mass 
of 1.1635*10-21 grams. The lattice parameter, as determined by 
XRD, is equal to 5.424 Å or 5.424*10-8 cm. The density is then 

= 1.1635*10-21/(5.424*10-8)3 = 7.29 g/cm3 (7)ρCG

Example of  Calculation of  Rock Salt 
This is the simplest of the densities to calculate. The atomic 

mass of Ni is 58.71 amu and that of O is 15.999 amu, so the 
mass of the chemical formula is 74.709 amu. Since the mass of 
a unit cell is 4 times that of the chemical formula, the mass of 
a unit cell is equal to 298.836 amu, or 4.9623*10-22 grams. The 
lattice parameter of NiO is equal to 4.176.[4] The density then 
is simply 

= 4.9623*10-22/(4.176*10-8 cm)3 = 6.81 g/cm3  (8)ρNiO

4. Conclusions 

The theoretical densities of important materials can be calcu
lated if the structures of the materials are known and the lattice 
parameters determined using XRD analysis. In some cases, the 
chemical formula of the material must also be calculated. Three 
structures of interest in the study of SOFCs are perovskites, 
fluorites, and NiO, which has the rock salt structure. The 
theoretical densities of the perovskites (La0.9Sr0.1)0.95Cr0.85Mg0.1 

O3, LaMnO3, and La0.6 were calculatedNi0.05	
Sr0.4Fe0.8Co0.2O3 

to be 6.40 g/cm3, 6.59 g/cm3, and 6.36 g/cm3 respectively. 
Those of the fluorites Ce0.0094Hf0.0084Sc0.1830Ti0.0127Zr0.7866O1.9085 
and Ce0.667 were found to be 5.74 g/cm3 and 7.29 Gd0.333O1.833 
g/cm3, respectively. Finally, the theoretical density of NiO was 
calculated as 6.81 g/cm3. 
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